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REPRODUCING CHINESE PAINTING

Revised Histories, Illustration Strategies, and the Self-Positioning of Guohua Painters in the 1930s

ABSTRACT
Many Chinese painters working in the medium of ink painting, or guohua, in the 1930s saw their medium at a historical turning point. They perceived a necessity to strengthen ink painting conceptually and formally in order for it to persist in a globalizing modern world. This essay studies how modern ink painters positioned their works through both an analysis of their texts and a study of reproductions in publications related to the Chinese Painting Association (Zhongguo Huahui). Many painters worked as editors for book companies, journals, or pictorials, and they were highly conscious of the possibilities and limitations of particular reproduction techniques. An analysis of the editorial arrangements, choices of printing techniques, and textual framings of the reproduced works sheds light on the social structures of the Chinese art world of the 1920s and 30s, and on the role that the editors envisioned for themselves, their associations, and modern ink painting in general.

According to its mission statement, the Chinese Painting Association (Zhongguo Huahui 中國畫會), founded in 1932 by several prominent guohua 国画 (“national painting”) artists working in Shanghai, had three main goals: “(1) to develop the age-old art of our nation; (2) to publicize it abroad and raise our international artistic stature; (3) with a spirit of mutual assistance on the part of the artists, to plan for a [financially] secure system.” One of the activities by which the association aimed to fulfill the first two of these goals was the publication of a journal, Guohua yuekan 國畫月刊, or National Painting Monthly, and of a catalogue of works by its members across the country, titled Zhongguo xiandai minghua huikan 中國現代名畫彙刊 (Collection of Famous Modern Chinese Paintings). The texts as well as the illustrations in the journal and the catalogue reflected the programmatic impulse that led to the foundation of the Chinese Painting Association. Because it became the largest art organization in Republican China and the only one officially registered with the government, its key publications are of crucial importance for a differentiated understanding of how artists working in the medium of guohua defined their practice visually and theoretically. Moreover, these artists positioned their artistic practice with regard to other media or other historical moments, most notably in relation to “Western” (i.e., European) painting and its global transformations. This aspect is
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brought to the fore most clearly in a “Special Issue on the Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West” (Zhongxi shanshuihua sixiang zhuanhao 中西山水畫思想專號), in which artists and critics from different backgrounds aimed at a comparison of the two traditions.³

The editors developed, in addition to the texts, a related yet distinct line of argument through the carefully chosen illustrations in the special issue. This article will address how illustrations in Guohua yuekan and art books were used to support certain discursive strategies, how they sometimes formed parallel narratives that differed from the texts that they illustrated, and how the editors presented their own work and that of their peers. In their deployment of reproductions in Guohua yuekan and contemporary catalogues, the editors were aware of the qualities and deficiencies of different printing techniques, and adapted their editorial strategies accordingly. Therefore, this study does not focus on the images per se, but on the way in which these images were framed by the accompanying texts, on the materiality of the pages on which they were printed, and on how they were mediated by specific reproduction techniques. In recent years, important studies by Cheng-hua Wang and Yu-jen Liu have drawn attention to techniques of reproduction and how these shaped the reception of artifacts as well as the formation of modern concepts such as “art” and national heritage in early twentieth-century China.⁴ Liu also has pointed out that “art reproductions were meaningful cultural objects in their own right, and should be treated as embodied forms, with a specific material agency comparable to that of the original works of art which they reproduced.”⁵ In a similar vein, Geraldine A. Johnson has proposed a “visual historiography” of art history through the study of “reproductions of art objects made in many . . . periods, places and media.”⁶ The present essay supplements these analyses by studying the effects produced by different photo-mechanical reproduction technologies, such as collotype, photolithography, or halftone, in the presentation of pre-twentieth-century and modern painting. Moreover, not only the effects of high-quality reproductions but also those of poor-quality images will be studied in order to investigate what was highlighted, and what was obscured.⁷

Many members of the Chinese Painting Association worked as editors for book companies, academic and art journals, or pictorials. For example, Huang Binhong 黃賓虹 (1865–1955), among his many other activities, served as head of the editorial department of Chinese painting of the Shenzhou Guoguang She 神州國光社 (Cathay Art Union) from 1909, and was involved with the publication of the Shenzhou guoguang ji 神州國光集 (National Glories of Cathay) series.⁸ Zheng Wuchang 鄭午昌 (1894–1952) served as head of the art division of Zhonghua Book Company (Zhonghua Shuju 中華書局), and Qian Shoutie 錢瘦鐵 (1897–1967) was an editor for the magazine Meishu shenghuo 美術生活, or Arts & Life.⁹ He Tianjian 賀天健 (1891–1977), besides serving as chief editor of Guohua yuekan, was also in charge of publishing Zhongguo xiandai minghua huikan. Accordingly, these men were highly conscious of the possibilities and limitations of particular publication venues and reproduction techniques, and they chose various strategies to publish their own works and those of their peers. An analysis of the editorial arrangements, choices of printing techniques, and textual framings of the reproduced works will shed light on the social structures of the Chinese art world of the 1920s and 30s, and on the role that the editors envisioned for themselves, their associations, and modern ink painting in general.¹⁰

The following discussion relies on the analytical framework of cultural translation, expanded to include the translation taking place in remediations, for example, when photographs of artworks are reproduced in print.¹¹ Lydia Liu has described modern Chinese literature as “translingual practice”—a practice that occurs “in the process by which new words, meanings, discourses, and
modes of representation arise, circulate, and acquire legitimacy within the host language due to, or in spite of, the latter’s contact/collision with the guest language.” In other words, translation is understood as a process of negotiation and creation of meaning in the moment when words, forms, ideas, and concepts move from one context to another, in antagonistic struggles as well as in seemingly smooth adaptations. Likewise, meanings also are created and negotiated when images and artifacts are moved into new contexts or reproduced in other media.

Many of the texts published in *Guohua yuekan* and other contemporary art journals can be described as translingual practice. Their authors translated concepts derived from Chinese painting histories and treatises into modern terms originating from European discourse. They thus engaged in a virtual conversation with Chinese, European, and Japanese sources in a manner comparable to the strategies that Partha Mitter has described as “virtual cosmopolitanism.” These authors also had a strong awareness of the historicity of their own situation; not only did they consider their own practice with regard to historical models, but also with regard to future receptions. Accordingly, they thought very strategically about how to publish texts about, and illustrations of, modern painting. The images in their publications thus played an important role in how the field of Chinese painting was defined, perceived, and re-imagined in the 1930s. It is in the moments of mediation and in the choices of reproduction techniques that translations, negotiations of meaning, interventions, and inconsistencies become particularly visible.

**Painting Histories, Illustrated and Translated**

In its twelve issues, published between November 1934 and August 1935, *Guohua yuekan* featured contributions on painting history, theory, and art education. The texts were written, for the most part, by members of the Chinese Painting Association, who were active as painters themselves. The most ambitious project undertaken by the editors of *Guohua yuekan*, and the most conspicuous example of translingual practice, was the publication of the journal’s fourth and fifth numbers as the aforementioned special issue on “The Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West.” Xie Haiyan 謝海燕 (1910–2001), one of two chief editors, announced the goal of the special issue as being twofold:

1. to introduce knowledge of Western painting and broaden [the readers’] intellectual horizon, in order to recognize oneself, and to recognize the other, to analyze the respective advantages and shortcomings, and to realize which aspects should be preserved and which should be discarded;
2. to compare the quality of Chinese and Western art, clarify the reasons for their respective rise and decline, take it as a warning, and strive diligently for the renaissance of the art of our nation.

The painter Zheng Wuchang, in his introduction to the special issue, chose a more poetic phrasing: in order to create a modern Chinese culture and art, he called upon his colleagues to be not only like spiders spinning their web in a given place, but like bees that fly towards the gardens of Chinese and Western, ancient and modern art, to suck their best nectar and turn it into the outstanding honey of a new era.

The views of Xie, Zheng, and other authors writing in the special issue on the state of Chinese painting were rather somber. Xie declared that, despite landscape painting’s long history in China, it had now fallen into decay: painters either copied old masters without transforming them, without reflecting the Zeitgeist, and without creating anything new; or they strove for novelty, painting either bizarre pictures without foundation in reality or completely
Westernized works, and remaining oblivious to the national spirit of art. What was needed, according to Xie, was the “New Chinese Painter” (xin Zhongguo huajia 新中國畫家), who would be able to express the spirit of the times as well as national characteristics. The future of China’s cultural renaissance depended upon such expression.19

This pessimistic view on the current situation of guohua, however, did not imply that the history of Chinese painting and its theories was questioned in a similar way. In fact, many authors, while apparently subscribing to a social-Darwinian worldview and believing in the survival, if not of the fittest, then of the most civilized, at the same time adhered to the inherited practices and theories of Chinese painting as timeless truths. Moreover, the authors writing for the special issue also included modernist artists and critics, who were not much troubled by issues of legitimization.20 Their accounts, for the most part, follow an established narrative of European art history from the Italian Renaissance all the way up to the post-impressionists and the fauves. The views on Chinese and European painting represented within the special issue thus are actually quite diverse and pluralistic. The multifaceted and sometimes contradictory nature of the essays is complemented by the way in which the illustrations are introduced to the readers.

The special issue is illustrated with Chinese and European landscape paintings from various historical periods; in most cases, these works are by painters who are mentioned on the same page, although no references to individual paintings are made in the texts. Moreover, although the editors featured paintings attributed to the most canonical Chinese artists, they chose not to reproduce these artists’ most canonical paintings. Two months later, in the seventh number of Guohua yuekan, the editors printed a text—“Comments on the Illustrations in the Special Issue on the Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West” (Zhongxi shanshuihua sixiang zhuankan chatu zhi jiandian 中西山水畫思想專刊插圖之檢點)—that provides background information on the general editorial choices regarding the illustrations, and comments on each illustration in the special issue.21 The authors explain their strategy to establish a loose and associative connection between texts and images with two different functions that they perceive in illustration. One function is to support the argumentation of a text, and the other is to create new insights by confronting readers with unknown material, thus raising the value of the journal. In order to avoid misunderstandings caused by the unfamiliar images, the editors decided to provide background information on each illustration.

In the case of Chinese paintings, this information includes the current collection, the source of the illustration, and comments on matters of authenticity. The editors frequently refer to their viewing experience; alternately, they leave the question of authenticity open because they had not seen the original. For example, in referring to paintings by Guo Xi (ca. 1020–ca. 1090) and Ma Yuan (fl. ca. 1190–1224), the editors report having seen the originals in the “Preliminary Exhibition of the London International Exhibition of Chinese Art,” shown in Shanghai in 1935.22 Yet most of the illustrations show paintings reproduced from Japanese publications, which the editors had not seen in the original, as they state in several instances. Their most important source was a special issue of the newspaper Asahi Shimbun 朝日新聞 on the exhibition “Famous Paintings of the Tang, Song, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties,” which was shown in the Tokyo Imperial Household Museum and the Tōkyō-fu Bijutsukan (now the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum) in 1928 and included works from Japanese public and private collections, as well as from Chinese private collections.23

The entry in the “Comments on the Illustrations” on a landscape (fig. 1) attributed to Wu Daozi 吳道子 (fl. ca. 710–760) may serve to exemplify the discursive openness of the editor’s treatment:
**Wu Daozi, Landscape (Wu Daozi shanshui 吳道子山水)**

Collection of the Kōtō-in, Kyoto, Japan. In *Famous Paintings of the Tang, Song, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties*, it is annotated as “Attributed to Wu Daozi.” Looking at its brush traces and ink method, it actually looks quite like a Japanese painting. On the other hand, its atmosphere is strong, lush and majestic; this kind of style already existed in China before the time of the Five Dynasties (907–60). Of the surviving landscapes by Wu Daozi, this piece in Japan is quite famous, and it is trusted by
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many people; in China, it is not easy to find a landscape painting by Wu Daozi of comparable standing. Therefore, we are happy to include it.24

The landscape, actually one from a set of two hanging scrolls, indeed is attributed to Wu Daozi in the Asahi Shimbun publication.25 By the following year, however, it was catalogued as an anonymous painting from the Song dynasty (960–1279) in the lavish four-volume catalogue to the “Famous Paintings of the Tang, Song, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties” exhibition.26 The Guohua yuekan editors likely knew this second publication, as they also illustrated a painting attributed to Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301–1374) that was reproduced there, but not in the Asahi Shimbun special number. They decided to take the “Wu Daozi” painting (identified by Shimada Shūjirō in 1951 as a work by the Song-dynasty painter Li Tang 李唐) as a genuine work for lack of a better example.27 Yet they also made it clear that they had doubts about the early dating, and that the matter was open to continuing discussion. The editors thereby rhetorically invited their readers to engage in the discourse and make their own judgements.

When addressing European painting, the authors wrote in a more authoritative voice. They did not rely, however, on an established art-historical narrative that they might have derived from one of the European textbooks translated into Chinese by the time; rather, they fit the paintings into Chinese conventions of art-historical writing, as may be seen in the entries on the Landscape Drawing for Santa Maria della Neve on August 5, 1473 by Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) from the Uffizi (fig. 2) and Landscape with the Rest on the Flight to Egypt by Claude Lorrain (1600–1682) in the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister Dresden (fig. 3):

Leonardo da Vinci, Landscape (Wenxi fengjing 文西風景), was painted by the saint of painting of the Italian Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci, on August 2 (sic), 1473 AD (ninth year of the Chenghua 成化 reign of the Ming dynasty [1368–1644]); it is the earliest pure landscape in the West. Its drawing style and composition are free and unrestrained, very similar to guohua. Now it is in the collection of the Uffizi in Florence, Italy. . .

Claude Lorrain, Landscape (Luolang fengjing 羅朗風景), was made by the painter of the Louis dynasty (sic) of France, Claude Lorrain ([Romanization] 1600–1682) (born in the twenty-eighth year of the Wanli (萬曆 reign of the Ming, died in the twenty-first year of the Kangxi 康熙 reign
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The subjects of most of Lorrain’s paintings are light and air, in order to describe great nature under the brightness of sunlight. They are full of elements of modern painting (jindai huafeng de yuansu 近代畫風的元素).28

of the Qing (1644–1911)). The structure of the lemmas on European artists is borrowed from the biographical entries in premodern Chinese painting histories and catalogues: the names of the artists are raised over the main body of the text; next follow native place and birth dates (or painting date, in Leonardo’s case); and finally the single work or complete oeuvre is characterized in more or less standardized formulae, such as “free and unrestrained.” Many authors of art-historical textbooks written in the 1920s and 30s discarded the biography-centered approach of traditional Chinese art historiography and adopted a nation-centered model of history as progression, based on European and Japanese scholarship.29 The “Comments on the Illustrations in the Special Issue,” however, show that the former approach still had normative power, especially when addressing a readership whose artistic identity was closely linked to Chinese painting and historiographic traditions.

The fitting of European artists into the framework of Chinese art-historical writing is most obvious in the translation of the Gregorian calendar dates into Chinese reign dates. Such translation was undertaken only for Leonardo and Claude, and not for other European artists introduced later in the same text. Apparently, the editors aimed at a comparison of these relatively late dates (in the view of Chinese readers) of the mid-Ming to early Qing period with those of
the Chinese painters preceding and succeeding these artists on the list, suggesting that European landscape painting was belated historically. Leonardo da Vinci is the earliest European artist included in the list, and the most recent were still alive at the time of the special issue’s publication: André Derain (1880–1954), Henri Matisse (1869–1954), and André Dunoyer de Segonzac (1884–1974). Most of the Chinese paintings, on the other hand, are attributed to masters of the Song and Yuan (1279–1368) dynasties, and two paintings are attributed to painters of the Tang dynasty (618–907), Wu Daozi and Wang Wei 王維 (701–761). The most recent Chinese painter on the list is Shitao 石濤 (1642–1707). Through this juxtaposition of the most canonical Chinese painters from the past with representatives of very recent trends in European painting, Chinese painting is equated implicitly with modernist painting.

The works by Leonardo da Vinci and Claude Lorrain both illustrate a text by the art critic Li Baoquan 李寶泉 on “Classicism and Naturalism in Chinese and Western Landscape Painting” (Zhongxi shanshuihua de gudianzhuyi yu ziranzhuyi 中西山水畫的古典主義與自然主義). In this text, Li equates classicism (gudianzhuyi 古典主義) and naturalism (ziranzhuyi 自然主義), respectively, with the Northern and Southern schools, the historical genealogies first established by the painter and scholar Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555–1636). Because the Southern school stands for literati painting, which is privileged over the academic and professional modes of the Northern school, the scheme contains a built-in social bias, which Li Baoquan—via his equation of the two schools with naturalism and classicism—transfers onto European painting. The history of painting, Li states, necessarily followed the development from figure painting to pure landscape, and classicism was nothing but a deviation along that road. While he regards landscapes by Ni Zan as the summit of a naturalist expression of the spirit, he criticizes Claude Lorrain and Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665), whom he counts as classicists, for not being able to do without a “last residue of human figures.” Li identifies two peaks of “naturalism”: Ni Zan’s painting, the paradigm of Yuan literati painting (fig. 4); and late nineteenth-century European impressionism (fig. 5). With this equation of Southern-school painting with impressionism through the construct of “naturalism,” Li’s essay is part of a larger movement in Japanese and Chinese art circles of the 1920s and 30s to rehabilitate modes of literati painting by means of an equation with modernist concepts and styles. By subsuming both literati painting and impressionism under the term “naturalism,” the two not only are positioned as equivalents, but literati painting—although currently “slipping into darkness,” according to Li—gains historical priority: compared to the fourteenth-century peak of Chinese naturalism, nineteenth-century impressionism appears belated by several centuries.

Leonardo da Vinci and Claude Lorrain both are named as representatives of classicism by Li Baoquan. The descriptions of their paintings in the “Comments on the Illustrations in the Special Issue,” however, serve a quite different strategy. By focusing on Claude’s depiction of “light and air” while completely disregarding the narratives in his paintings, the editors position the artist as a forerunner of impressionism, an implicit link that is underscored by the mentioning of many modern elements in his work. In Leonardo’s case, his drawing is not being related to modern painting, but to classical Chinese painting, explicitly and semantically. What has been translated above as “drawing style” (bizhi 筆致) literally can mean the style of either the pen or the brush; by characterizing the style of the drawing as “free and unrestrained” (ziyou benfang 自由奔放), the editors actually describe it like a painting in the xieyi 寫意 (“sketching the idea”) manner, employing the terminology of literati theory.

By virtue of their poor print quality, the illustrations in Guohua yuekan support this unclassistc reading. What remains visible of Claude’s Landscape with the Rest on the Flight to Egypt
Figure 4. Ni Zan (1306–1374), Woods and Valleys of Yushan, China, 1372. Hanging scroll, ink on paper; 94.6 × 55.9 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Photo: www.metmuseum.org
are the dark silhouettes of trees and mountains against a blank sky, and a bright river blinking below (fig. 6); the narrative of the Flight to Egypt in the foreground is virtually blackened out of the picture, leaving it a “pure” landscape. The “last residue of human figures” that Li Baoquan critiqued in Claude’s painting thus is obscured to invisibility. In the reproduction of Leonardo’s drawing (fig. 7), the linearity of the image facilitates comparison with the ink outlines in Chinese literati painting. The sepia lines are flattened out in the printing process, and densely drawn details such as the foliage in the woods become blotchy, resembling foliage dots in the reproduced Chinese paintings, the details of which appear equally simplified and flattened in the illustrations. Leonardo’s drawing thereby becomes strikingly similar to an album leaf of questionable authenticity attributed to Huang Gongwang (1269–1354) that is illustrated in the same issue (fig. 8). It almost seems as if the Huang Gongwang leaf was chosen in order to match the Leonardo drawing and pull the latter onto the common ground of ink landscape. The poor reproductions in the special issue allow for an associative reading by the audience not despite, but because of their impaired legibility. As tonal gradations are reduced to the stark contrasts of a flattened linearity, the visual and discursive gap between the painting traditions of Europe and China becomes shallower, and is crossed more easily.

The quality of the illustrations in Guohua yuekan is generally rather poor; the main focus of the journal was on written contributions that were complemented with illustrations. Fine halftone illustrations require coated paper, and therefore require text and image to be printed separately. In Guohua yuekan, the illustrations were inserted in the text and thus printed on uncoated paper. Moreover, a lack of funding seems to have been a constant issue, and the
choice of an inexpensive print quality was in keeping with the financial constraints. The quality of the illustrations in the special issue on the "Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West" was impaired further by the circumstance that they apparently were reproduced from reproductions. Details and tonal gradations thereby were reduced to a minimum, and paintings like Claude's *Landscape with the Rest on the Flight to Egypt* were turned into images dominated by black surfaces. Although the financial situation and the unavailability of images from international collections may serve to explain the poor quality of illustrations in *Guohua yuekan*, it may be argued that the editors consciously (and rather creatively) employed the illustrations that they had at hand to build their arguments. A comparison of the Huang Gongwang album leaf with Leonardo's drawing, and a description of Leonardo's drawing as "very similar to *guohua,*" depend on a levelling of their material and medial differences. The double reproduction in black-and-white effects such a levelling.
Qualities of Reproduction

That different techniques of reproduction could be used very deliberately and discursively is illustrated best by an unusual book published in 1934 by Huang Binhong and the noted seal engraver Yi Da’an 易大厂 (1874–1941). Jinshi shuhua congke 金石書畫叢刻 (Collection of Metal and Stone, Painting and Calligraphy) has a very personal character. It reproduces items from Yi Da’an’s and Huang Binhong’s own collections, and from a few others: an ancient bronze, seal impressions, rubbings from stelae, manuscripts, a scholar’s rock, and paintings from the late Ming and Qing periods, along with handwritten inscriptions. The book also includes several paintings by modern artists, including Huang Binhong and Yi Da’an themselves. Although referring to the cutting (ke 刻) of wooden printing blocks in its title, Jinshi shuhua congke actually combines at least three different modern printing techniques: collotype, photolithography, and letterpress. These apparently were chosen very deliberately according to the item depicted, and were employed to highlight the haptic qualities of each type of object and place the items into different categories.

Collotype was invented in the 1860s for the reproduction of artworks. The photographic original is copied directly onto a glass plate coated with light-sensitive gelatin; the reproductions obtained through this process have an extremely fine graining. With this technique, publishers were able to reproduce full halftones, achieving what Cheng-hua Wang has called an

Figure 8. Huang Gongwang (1269–1354), attr., Boating Amidst Autumn Mountains, China. Album leaf. Former collection of Zhang Daqian. Photo after the reproduction in Guohua yuekan 1.4 (1935): 52. Harvard-Yenching Library, Cambridge, MA
“eyewitness experience.” In *Jinshi shuhua congke*, this effect is displayed fully in the illustrations of three-dimensional objects. The images of a bronze zun and a scholar’s rock are set off against a white background, and the subtly scaled shadings in the rock’s perforations and the lights on the bronze give the illustrations a strong sense of plasticity (fig. 9). Another kind of haptic quality is conveyed by the illustration of a rubbing of a donors’ inscription on a Buddhist stele from the Northern Wei period (386–535). The illustration is a photolithographic facsimile printed on thinner and more transparent xuan paper, and folded because of its vertical format, thereby itself gaining the quality of an actual rubbing. Yi Da’an’s inscription, in turn, appears as if it had been written directly on the paper of the page (fig. 10). For the Ming- and Qing-period paintings, another quality of collotype is exploited, namely its ability to reproduce the tonalities of ink washes. The illustrations emphasize the subtle gradations in the application of ink over a sharp-focused rendering of lines; in some cases, this results in a soft blurriness (fig. 11).

Yet what is most striking about *Jinshi shuhua congke* is the sharp discrepancy in print quality between these reproductions of earlier paintings and those of twentieth-century paintings printed using a photolithographic process (figs. 12, 13). The latter show nothing of the softness and subtlety of collotype. Instead, in what must have been a deliberate editorial decision, the images display stark black-and-white contrasts without any halftones. The ink tones and brushwork in the paintings thus are almost entirely obscured. The paintings are reduced to their compositions, made of black lines, dots, and fields on an undifferentiated white background that blends seamlessly into the rest of the page.

This obvious abandonment of the technical possibilities provided by collotype (and of the half-tone processes applicable to lithography) draws a clear distinction between the earlier paintings, grouped under the heading “Painting and Calligraphy” (*shuhua*), and the contemporary works, assembled in chapters titled “Painting Manual” (*huapu*) and “Further Engravings” (*xuke*). While the paintings in the former group are reproduced in a quality that invites appreciation by connoisseurs, the latter works are withdrawn from the category of “painting and calligraphy” and turned into something equivalent to woodblock-printed or lithographed painting manuals, as suggested by the chapter titles. With these manuals, they share the reduction of values to black and white. Moreover, this editorial strategy designates the paintings by Huang Binhong, Yi Da’an, and their peers as the result of, and useful material for, practice; but not as works that partake in the status of *shuhua*. This division is an expression not only of reverence for the pre-twentieth-century paintings, but also of the contemporaneity of their own works. Their inclusion does not mark these paintings as objects of connoisseurship, but as documents of their personal relations. Huang Binhong’s landscape (fig. 12) is dedicated to Yi Da’an; Yi inscribed his own painting of peach blossoms with a poem, and Kuang Zhouyi 况周頤 (1859–1923) and Yu Boyang 俞伯斂 added poems with matching rhymes. Yi not only reproduced the painting, but also enlarged details of its upper (fig. 13) and lower parts, thus ensuring the legibility of the inscriptions. A third painting was created collectively by Yi Da’an, Fu Puchan 傅菩禪 (1873–1945), and Zou Hui’an 鄒慧盦. This close network of personal relations and collaborations also extends to the antiques reproduced in *Jinshi shuhua congke*, many of which are annotated by Yi Da’an and other scholars (see fig. 10). The paintings thus embody the network that informed the production of the book itself, and that the book reinforces. The existence and illustration of these paintings are therefore what matters most, and not the quality of their brushwork, the subtle tones of the ink washes, or the quality of the reproductions.
Figure 9. Ma Qiuyu of Yangzhou, *Small Exquisite Rock*, views of two sides: “Ten Thousand Stalagmites Peak” (right) and “Joining Palms Cliff” (left), China. Stone on wooden stand. Formerly in the New Hall of Small Carvings Collection of Mr. Tang of Xiangshan. Collotype reproductions in *Jinshi shuhua congke*, ed. Yi Da’an and Huang Binhong (Shanghai: Jinshi shuhua she, 1934). Zhejiang Provincial Library, Hangzhou
Anthologies of Modern Painting

The different framings and diverging meanings given to works of art through the use of specific forms of reproduction also may be observed for anthologies of modern ink paintings published by the Chinese Painting Association and its predecessor, the Bee Society (Mifeng Huashe 蜜蜂畫社).

The Bee Society, founded in 1929, published two catalogues of members’ paintings, Mifeng huaji 蜜蜂畫集 (The Bee Painting Selection, 1930) and Dangdai mingren huahai 當代名人畫海.
FIGURE 12. Huang Binhong (1865–1955), Landscape, with dedication to Yi Da’an, China, 1924. Hanging scroll. Photolithographic reproduction in Jinshi shuhua congke, ed. Yi Da’an and Huang Binhong (Shanghai: Jinshi shuhua she, 1934). Zhejiang Provincial Library, Hangzhou
Both are folio-format, string-bound books with fine collotype reproductions. Their layout is typical for many Chinese painting catalogues published in the 1920s and 30s: because the collotype technique is not suitable for the printing of text, which must be added by letterpress, text only appears on the opening and closing pages of the books. The remaining pages are reserved solely for the illustrations and are printed on only one side (fig. 14). The visual isolation of the illustrations and the abundance of white paper surrounding each image added a sense of value to the reproductions; in the visual effect, this form of reproduction came as close to ink paintings mounted as album leaves as printing could get.

In both books, each artist is given one illustration. *Mifeng huaji* is a relatively thin and exquisite string-bound book with collotype illustrations printed on xuan paper, preceded by short biographical entries. It contains works by only seventeen core members of the Bee Society. In *Dangdai mingren huahai*, by contrast, works by 127 artists are reproduced. Sometimes two paintings are printed together on one page, but apart from the table of contents, no further annotation is provided (fig. 15). The responsible editor of this later book was Zheng Wuchang.
who was also the main backbone of the Bee Society. It was published by the Zhonghua Book Company, one of the three leading corporate publishers of Republican Shanghai, where Zheng served as head of the art division from 1924 to 1932. Over the decade of the 1930s, the book saw several editions and apparently was a well-sought volume.

These two publications by the Bee Society served the upper end of the book market: because the print process for collotype is very time-consuming (only around five hundred prints can be made per day, one plate renders only around one thousand to fifteen hundred prints, and the printing process requires close control), it was more costly than other printing techniques.
This may be part of the reason for the apparent success and multiple editions of *Dangdai mingren huahai*, which not only offered a comprehensive overview of contemporary *guohua* but also addressed connoisseurial values and, in contrast to the slightly later *Jinshi shuhua congke*, treated twentieth-century painting on a par with more ancient works—at least in the quality of reproductions. *Mifeng huaji* and *Dangdai mingren huahai* thus became collectibles in themselves.
The case was slightly different for a catalogue published in May 1935 by the Chinese Painting Association, the aforementioned Zhongguo xiandai minghua huikan (Collection of Famous Modern Chinese Paintings; hereafter Collection). Featuring works by the association’s members, it was similar to Dangdai mingren huahai in scope, but differed in several aspects, one being print quality. Officially it was edited by the “Editing and Translation Department of the Chinese Painting Association” (Zhongguo Huahui bianyibu 中國畫會編譯部). Judging from the prefaces and the order of illustrations, however, the person in charge was He Tianjian, who at that time was also the sole editor of Guohua yuekan. In his foreword, the programmatic intentions of the publication are stated explicitly.

Like Zheng Wuchang in his postface to Dangdai mingren huahai, He claims that the goal of the Collection is to give a representative overview of the work of the association’s members. While Zheng briefly states that the aim is to make the members’ paintings known to their peers, and to document their achievements for the international art world, He Tianjian elaborates much more on the purposes of the Collection. According to his account, the idea to edit a catalogue of contemporary paintings was born out of a sense of crisis, as with Guohua yuekan. To discern the future direction of guohua, it was necessary to make a selection of representative works by modern painters; therefore, the Collection assembled paintings submitted by members of the Chinese Painting Association. The catalogue was intended to serve several purposes: (1) to make the work of each member of the association known to the others; (2) to facilitate research on modern guohua for future art historians, in consideration of the painful lack of historic painting catalogues that give an overview of a single period; (3) to give a synchronic, horizontal overview of this specific moment in time between the inheritance of the past and the evolution of the future; (4) to serve as a guidebook on modern Chinese painting for foreign visitors interested in art; and (5) to commemorate the work of the Chinese Painting Association.

This more programmatic statement, which emphasizes the documentary function of the Collection, is in keeping with the organizational character of the Chinese Painting Association. Unlike its predecessor, the Bee Society, the Chinese Painting Association was registered with the government as a professional association, and thus took on a more political role in its outlook and work. This difference in the overall goals of the two groups also may have informed the differences in layout and printing technique between Dangdai mingren huahai, Mifeng huaji, and the Collection. In contrast to the connoisseurial appeal of the two earlier catalogues, with their fine collotype illustrations, the Collection is more like a handbook. It is printed with halftone illustrations in a comparatively low resolution, with the screen pattern clearly visible. This technique allows the name of the artist and title of each painting to be printed next to the images. Both sides of a page are printed, often with two illustrations per page (fig. 16). In keeping with this more economic layout, the book is smaller in size and bound with a modern hardcover; it also includes numerous advertisements.

Most importantly, the Collection is structured into three parts. The first and largest section, which is untitled, features the works of 103 male artists; the next section, titled “Works by Female Members of the Association” (fig. 17), includes works by nineteen painters. The last section shows four works by deceased members (of mixed gender). According to an annotation to the table of contents, the illustrations are arranged in the order in which they were submitted. Despite this seemingly unhierarchic procedure, the seniority of the artists whose works appear on the first pages—Wang Yiting 王一亭 (1867–1938), Chen Shuren 陳樹人 (1884–1948), Jing Hengyi 經亨頤 (1877–1938), Feng Chaoran 馮超然 (1882–1954), Qi Baishi
齊白石 (1864–1957), and descendants of the Qing imperial family, Pu Ru 浦儒 (1896–1963) and Pu Jin 溥伒 (1893–1966)—suggests that some rearrangement was undertaken in order to honor their prominence. A similar observation can be made for the section on women painters, which is headed by the senior Lingnan-school painter He Xiangning 何香凝 (1879–1972), while core members of the Chinese Women’s Calligraphy and Painting Society (Zhongguo Nüzi Shuhuahui 中国女子书画会), such as Lu Xiaoman 陸小曼 (1894–1964), Li Qiujun 李秋君 (1899–1973), Yang Xuejiu 杨雪玖, and Feng Wenfeng 馮文鳳 (1900–1971), occupy the first half of the section.52

Probably because of their important roles in Shanghai painting circles, Wang Yiting and Feng Chaoran each were accorded two illustrations. By contrast, much less is known about the two female painters who were given two illustrations: Xie Peizhen 謝佩真 (see fig. 16, lower work) and Hu Zhongying 胡鍾英 (fig. 18), the latter being represented by two out of the four works by deceased painters. Xie was the student and life-partner of Feng Chaoran, who inscribed many of her paintings; this may explain why she was granted the same number of images as he was.53 Even less is known about Hu Zhongying; the only printed sources about her appear to be the Collection and Guohua yuekan. The inscription on the painting reproduced here suggests close personal ties to He Tianjian.54 Presumably it was He who gave Hu this preference over her more prominent female colleagues with reproductions in both the Collection and Guohua yuekan, and who included two short texts by her in the “Special Issue on the Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West.”55

Given that it was the partners of Feng Chaoran and He Tianjian who were granted extra illustrations in the Collection, this book reflects the male-dominated hierarchies inherent in the Shanghai art world, despite the democratic approach that it claimed for itself—one illustration
per painter, in order of receipt. Although a significant number of female artists were mem-
bers of the Chinese Painting Association and were represented in numerous exhibitions
and publications, it was apparently personal connections with powerful men rather than
professional success that secured special treatment in the association’s most representa-
tive catalogue. On the other hand, only six women are represented in *Dangdai mingren huahai*,
and their work is interspersed between that of their male colleagues. In the even more
exclusive *Mifeng huaji*, the work of only one female painter, Yang Xuejiu, is included.
Compared to these earlier publications, the *Collection*’s chapter structure differentiating artists
according to gender and lifetime still provides extra space for women painters, giving their
work a heightened visibility.

**Representing Modern Guohua**

Several of the paintings illustrated in the *Collection* were republished a few months later, in the
last issue of *Guohua yuekan*. Prior to that, no works by contemporary painters had been repro-
duced in the journal. The opening pages of the last issue (ten and a half out of twenty-nine
pages in total), however, are reserved completely for illustrations and lack any text except for
the names of the painters and titles of the works. Although these images are not commented
upon further, they take an unprecedented role on the pages of the journal due to the sheer
space that they occupy. These illustrations are works by artists who either served on the edi-
torial board of the journal or had contributed articles or poems, including Huang Binhong,
Zheng Wuchang, He Tianjian, and Hu Zhongying. The paintings thus appear to be the farewell contributions of Guohua yuekan’s authors. Yet it is even more likely that they comprise a farewell selection by editor-in-chief He Tianjian.

With the exception of the paintings by Dai Yunqi 戴雲起 (1910–?) and He himself, the works reproduced in the last issue of Guohua yuekan already had appeared in the Collection. In the last number of Guohua yuekan, the paintings seem to be arranged according to seniority: the first three paintings are by the eldest artists, followed by works of painters born in the 1890s, and finally by artists born after 1900. Narrow scrolls with matching compositions are placed on one page. Hu Zhongying is accorded a special place on top of the first text page. He Tianjian, as the responsible editor, humbly put his own painting at the end of the sequence (just before Hu’s); in a less humble step, he included two of his own paintings, while everyone else is represented with only one work.

More significantly, He deleted the titles under which the paintings had been published in the Collection, exchanging them for genre designations. All landscape paintings are titled “Landscape” (shanshui 山水), and the painting by Chen Xiaocui 陳小翠 (1907–1968) on the subject of Su Dongpo Returning to the Hanlin Academy (Yan gui tu 宴歸圖), catalogued as “After a Painting by Xinluo Shanren” (Lin Xinluo Shanren ben 臨新羅山人本; Xinluo Shanren was a sobriquet of Hua Yan 華喦, 1682–1756) in the Collection (see fig. 16, upper work), is titled simply “Figures” (Renwu 人物). The most specific title is “Goldfish” (Jinyu 金魚) for the work of Wang Yachen 汪

**Figure 18.** Hu Zhongying, The Million Acre Thatched Hut, China, 1927. Halftone reproduction in Zhongguo xiandai minghua huikan, ed. Zhongguo huahui bianyibu (Shanghai: Zhongguo huahui, 1935). Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts Library
亞塵 (1894–1983). Through this change of titles, the paintings are designated as part of a genre typology and as representative models for modern and future guohua.

Leaving aside their different editorial strategies, Mifeng huaji, Dangdai mingren huahai, Zhongguo xiandai minghua huikan (the Collection), and the last number of Guohua yuekan all partake in the endeavor to promote contemporary guohua through institutional structures and various publications aiming at a wide audience. Because their illustrations represent the selections of the artists themselves, they grant an insight into what these painters deemed most representative of their own work at a given moment in time. Editorial interference notwithstanding, the illustrations provide a contemporary overview of guohua practice in the early and mid-1930s and its stylistic diversity. Most of the submissions are landscape paintings, followed by flowers. The styles range from conservative literati modes to loose compositions in splashed ink, and several works employ strong shading and/or central perspective. This diversity makes it impossible to formulate any summarizing statements about guohua in the 1930s other than remarks on its variety. It also underscores the fact that the Chinese Painting Association and its predecessor, the Bee Society, primarily served as social, public, and political platforms for artists. Despite their repeated programmatic calls to save Chinese painting from decline, and to find the “new Chinese painter,” the organizations did not represent artists that painted in a specific style beyond the common medium of guohua. Rather, they formed and reinforced a strong social network that was pluralistic in outlook and practice.

Like the field of modern guohua itself, the historiographic essays in the “Special Issue on the Ideas of Landscape Painting in China and the West” are multivocal, variegated, and sometimes contradictory. To a large extent, the interpretation and creation of meaning depended on the author’s training, medium, and social circles, and last but not least, on the intended audience and readership. All of the programmatic statements published by the artist-editors of the Chinese Painting Association, however, indicate that the authors found themselves at a historical turning point. They registered the necessity of summarizing the past of Chinese painting in a way that was meaningful to their present, and to shape present practices in a way that ensured the survival of guohua in the future. The texts in the special issue therefore frequently reflect attitudes that oscillate between essentialism and cosmopolitanism. And although modern terms and neologisms abound, these actually are translated and reconceptualized in a manner that makes them compatible with those time-honored terms and texts that still formed the common ground of modern guohua practice. The ways in which the fundamental tenets of literati painting theory were combined with the vocabulary of modernity are varied, and allow for multiple readings. This polyphony notwithstanding, the authors of Guohua yuekan collectively reconceived Chinese ink painting as a modern form of artistic practice that claimed to be national and was rooted, to a large extent, by the transnational epistemologies of the globalizing art world.
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